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on field courses. 1 ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY: People, Places . - VicHealth Annotations are descriptive and critical they expose the authors point of view . Creating an annotated bibliography calls for the application of a variety of intellectual skills: The following examples are from Geography 111 student papers:. Feminist Geography (annotated bibliography) Carrie Mott. An annotated bibliography is a list of citations related to a particular topic or theme that . Evaluative/Critical/Analytical: This annotation includes your evaluative Geography -- the smaller the region of analysis, the fewer items there are to ?An Annotated Bibliography and Review of the Literature About . 12 Oct 2017 . This article talked about the deaths caused by the flooding in South Asia this summer. Because of the catastrophic monsoon season, many What is an Annotated Bibliography? - GGR318: Political Geography . 23 Feb 2005 . A Volume of Geo-Abstracts devoted to radical geography, and including a review article as well as an annotated bibliography, is scheduled for